
Kwik Kopy Alexandria  
Customer Testimonials

What our customers are saying about us...



Introduction

At Kwik Kopy, our clients inspire us everyday to go above and beyond to find 
solutions that help them succeed in their business. From reliable business printing, 
poster and banner printing, creative graphic design or innovative online solutions, 
we can help you achieve your current and future business goals.

We regularly seek feedback from our customers and love to hear how we helped, 
and even where we could improve. These are some of the comments and reviews we 
received from customers over the last few years.

We have a long and thorough background in meeting the needs of Small to Medium 
businesses. For more information about our products or services and how we can 
help, talk to us today.
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As someone who operates with very tight client deadlines, I need a printing service that hits the 
mark every time. I cannot fault the quality, timeliness or customer service that I receive from 
Cathy and all the crew at KK Alexandria, time and time again.

 PhilB  - Proprietor

15/01/2020Time and Time Again

Got a poster printed with Kwik Copy and needed to change the poster size. They were attentive 
and understanding and were able to resize the poster for me.

 Kwik Kopy Alexandria customer  

14/08/2019Great and attentive service

Our experience was posiive from start to finish. They were very patient,  great at offering expert 
advice and the finished product was outstanding.

 Ali M  - Accounts Manager

15/08/2019Excellent and professional job!

I have been going to KwikKopy Alexandria for several years now for printing jobs for our 
company. They’ve always been really easy to work with and reliable. The staff are friendly and 
helpful. The quality of the print work has been excellent. Sometimes our jobs are rushed and we 
call them at the last minute, but they’ve never let us down. We don’t have an in-house graphics 
designer so sometimes we don’t get the layouts or graphics correct but they’ve always helped us 
rectify the issues. We’ve had one or two minor issues with the products, but they’ve always being 
rectified in a timely manner once we alerted the staff. I would happily recommend their services.

 NisA  - Support Manager - Tps

10/07/2019Timely and reliable service

Cath at Kwik Kopy Alexandria is always so helpful and flexible, we always are happy with our 
products and interactions with the team

 Kwik Kopy Alexandria customer  

14/05/2019Wonderful Customer service and good quality

Kwik Kopy Alexandria
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We work with the Kwik Kopy team at Alexandria frequently, and they are always so helpful 
and accommodating - especially with last minute deadlines. They offer advice and suggestions 
and the quality of the printing is always to the utmost standard. All jobs are always completed 
efficiently!

 Alyson  

10/04/2019Friendly Service, efficient, and great quality

As a regular client and business owner myself I know how deadlines are getting shorter by the 
day. KK Alexandria always finds a way to accomodate me. Great.

 Chocogram  

10/04/2019Absolute TOP service

Thanks for your assistance in printing business cards. I was very happy with the quality and turn 
around of the print job.

 Daniellep  - CFO

13/03/2019Very fast turn around

Kwik kopy have been producing e-newsletters for me for a few years now, and my sales increase 
every time they send one out. Great results !

 Barney  - Managing Director

11/02/2019EXCELLENT PEOPLE -EXCELLENT WORK

Love working with the team at Alexandria Kwik Kopy - Very responsive and very friendly. 
Outcome is always fantastic. Thanks again!

 Michele  - Partner Lead

11/12/2018Lovely team - great results!
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Fast and efficient printing business! Cath and the team are always wonderful to deal with! Our 
print jobs always come out superb!

 JJeffrey  

10/12/2018
EXCELLENT SERVICE AS ALWAYS FROM CATH 
& THE TEAM!

We have used Kwik Kopy Alexandria for a number of years and they always deliver even on 
impossible timelines.

 Synergy Taikoz  - General Manager / Producer

14/11/2018Always great service

Kwik Kopy Alexandria always print our items quickly, cost effectively and to a high standard.  
Always very reliable and helpful.

 Sam16  

9/10/2018Great service!

We had an urgent, fairly challenging job and Kwik Kopy met the timings, and results were 
fantastic!

 Kwik Kopy Alexandria customer  - Account Manager

9/10/2018Fast & Quality Service!

Kwik Kopy was so accommodating with timelines and was very helpful by phone, in person, 
and via email.  They were prompt to respond and get things done in a timely matter without 
jeopardising quality.  Each staff member was super friendly and cared a lot about the outcome of 
your projects giving you hints along the way to support. Thanks, Kwik Kopy!

 Kwik Kopy Alexandria customer  - Director Of School Programs

10/09/2018Amazing service and great outcome!
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Kwik Kopy always delivers...on time and all the staff are helpful as I often need guidance with my 
requirements..

 Kwik Kopy Alexandria customer  - Artist

17/08/2018Wonderful service

I called Kwik Kopy with an urgent printing requirement and the staff were efficient, courteous, 
and professional. They delivered the print product within the short timeframe and I was very 
happy with the results and the service.

 Cara559  - HR Manager

14/08/2018Great customr service and excellent product

We use Kwik Kopy Alexandria for all our printing needs and we can’t thank them enough for their 
fast turnaround, efficient production and willingness to make it work. We love the team.

 Amyw27  - Office Manager

14/08/2018Best staff, best work!

We use Kwik Kopy Alexandria for all of our printing jobs and are never disappointed. They are 
efficient and go out of their way to get the job done on time without compromising quality.

 Natt  - Senior Consultant

9/07/2018
Excellent work and outstanding customer ser-
vice.

I use Kwikkopy every month to produce an e-newsletter for me. The quality is excellent as is the 
editing and the responsiveness by the team to any changes if needed at the last minute.

 Barney  - Managing Director

9/07/2018EXCELLENT SERVICE
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Over the last 12 months I have needed fast turnaround documents for the funerals of my mother 
and grandmother. I was amazed by the incredible and supportive service from Cathie and Jade 
in Alexandria. Understanding what a stressful time it was, they went overboard to help in 
every way, turning around design and copies super quick. they genuinely made a difference to 
our family and I am so thankful. They stayed late and made great recommendations and were 
genuinely understanding and sympathetic. Thanks Cathie and Jade!Kimberley Gaskin

 KimberleyGaskin  - Director, Strategy And Editorial

28/03/2018Absolutely amazing service and support

We needed 5000 customised Christmas cards made at short notice and Cathy was first class and 
providing advice and following up very quickly with samples and then executing delivery. Will 
definitely be back!!

 Adam5000  - Director

25/12/2017More than a printer

Got cards printed recently very happy with them.Quality good.would prefer more competitive 
pricing and more choice of stock

 LittleLisaH  - Graphic Designer

14/12/2017Great service

The team were excellent and very accommodating with the tight time frames we had to work to

 Kwik Kopy Alexandria customer  - Director

14/12/2017Excellent Service

Everyone at Kwik Kopy are always so helpful. There have been many times they’ve stayed back to 
make sure we get our urgent/last minute printing done - wouldn’t go anywhere but Kwik Kopy 
Alexandria!

 Chloe4  

14/12/2017
AMAZING SERVICE - Always going above and 
beyond
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Thanks heaps for doing our job so quickly with very little time. Much appreciated!

 JJeffrey  

14/12/2017GREAT SERVICE AND QUICK!!!!

I’ve had 2 jobs done here lately that I needed next day and they were both done in time.  The 
staff are very friendly and helpful.  The printing was perfect!

 Boffa  - Bdm

13/12/2017very quick and great service

KWIKKOPY-PRODUCED E-NEWSLETTER...EXCELLENT LAYOUT, FORMATS, FOLLOW-UP ETC

 Barney  - Managing Director

13/12/2017EXCELLENT IN EVERY WAY

Perfect service as always. Cannot fault Kwik Kopy and their friendly and efficient staff.

 Asil  - Practice Manager

3/08/2017Prompt and polite service as always

Every time I have an order they take care of it in a professional and swift way.

  
Chocogram  

21/10/2017Great service!“ ”
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I was very impressed with the quick response to my emails and the quality of the end result I 
have 2 more jobs for my Bowling Club to order in the very near future

 Erko  - President

31/07/2017Great product & excellent service

We have made the request for visit card with embossed letters and gloss. The result was perfect 
and a high quality.Also Cathie and the team offered excellent guidance and advice.Definetely 
recommend

 WeRide  - Director

25/07/2017Good service and product quality

We have used Kwik Kopy for many years because of the excellent quality of their products. The 
staff are very professional and are lovely to work with.

 Admin and Marketing  

21/07/2017Professional and Great Quality

Cathy has provided reliable quotes and good service.

 Fridley  - Project Manager

21/07/2017Personable service

I have been using Kwik Kopy Alexandria for all of my printing for years. The team are reliable, 
super knowledgeable, friendly and go out of their way to make sure you end up with the product 
you need in the right amount of time.

 Odaiko2016  - Company Manager

13/06/2017Quick turn around with excellent product!
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We have been using KwikKopy for all our printing needs for a while and we cannot fault the 
professional customer service, and high-quality results.

 Adrian09  - Logistics Export Clerk

7/06/2017Great Service and Products!

Great customer service, trusted advice and proven results!

 Emeline  - Tender & Marketing Specialist

7/06/2017Great service and results!

i use kwik kopy regulary, inparticular two weeks ago when i requested a specilty order which not 
only was made exactly how i wanted but also arrived in a timely manner as well. Could not be 
happier with the finished product and the service!

 Homeandaway  - Production Runner

7/06/2017greate service and products

Great fast service with a friendly smileThe prints were in a very good quality

 Sandym  - Office Manager

7/06/2017Great service and products

Very accomodating, great quality work. Cathie and the team are a fabulous to 
deal with every time 

 Margotmct  - Executive Producer

7/06/2017Excellent Service“ ”
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Quick and reliable service. Pleasant to do business with

 Burtenshaw  - Director

6/06/2017Quick

Excellent communication and service! Easy to deal with.

 Tony  - Director

23/03/2017Great experience

Kwik Kopy Alexandria are always a pleasure to deal with. I always have fast turnaround jobs 
that are needed for beauty press events and the team at Kwik Kopy always achieve my deadline 
without compromising quality. On my last job they suggested I could up the overstock to a 
thicker premium gloss board for no extra cost which I thought was a lovely gesture to ensure 
that my job looked premium.

 Elise  - Graphic Designer

23/03/2017Super turnaround and lovely staff!

I needed some posters printed a month ago and Kwik Kopy were so helpful answering my many, 
many questions quickly and explain it all in great details.This enabled me to get the exact poster 
size/style I needed and the price was great as wwell

 Kaylene23  - Accounts Officer

21/02/2017Kwik Kopy poster printing review

I had some very last minute printing done.  a very good job and great service.  I thought it was 
however quite expensive.

 Catraven  - Art Director

21/02/2017Great service, but you pay for what you get
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Fantastic, great to work with, thanks to the team.

 Joanne R  - Risk Administrator

18/12/2016Fast turn around

Use KwikKopy Alexandria for all my printing needs and my monthly e-newsletter. Always do a 
fabulous job - very very professional...

 Barney  - Director

18/12/2016REALLY GOOD SERVICE

The Kwik Copy store I visited were able to fulfil our orders efficiently. When it was noticed that a 
printing error had occurred, they remedied the error super efficiently and were happy to have our 
new order ready in 1/2 a day! That’s Great business!

 Kwik Kopy Alexandria customer  - Production Assistant

8/12/2016Good Service. Fixed an error efficiently.

Kwik Copy communicate intelligently to ensure the path from digital file to print is smooth.

 Salli  - Sales Manager

8/12/2016Great communicators

We have used Kwik Kopy quite a bit recently and most of the jobs have been urgent. Cath, 
Marie and Elle have been super awesome! They always understand what i’m wanting and always 
accommodating! We will be using Kwik Kopy almost exclusively for all our print and design jobs 
moving forward! We hope to build and develop a mutually beneficial relationship :)

 Lloyd  - National Marketing Manager

8/12/2016Fantastic Service!!
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We always use Kwik Kopy for our business cards and other specialized printing and we are 
constantly impressed with the service they provide and the quality of the print. We never 
deviated from them because of how excellent everything always us.

 Pollyporridge  - Sales Assistant

8/11/2016Business Cards

The guys at Kwik Kopy know what they’re doing. They can handle tight turnarounds (as printing 
requirements often are) and are committed to delivering a quality product.

 AlexFW  - Producer

8/11/2016Quick and efficient

I keep coming back to Kwik Kopy Alexandria because of the professional outstanding service that 
I receive

 The Golfer  - CFO

27/10/2016Outstanding Service

I have been going to Kwik Kopy Alexandria for over year now. They helped me design labels for 
my tea business. The whole experience was enjoyable and stress free! I would highly recommend 
seeing Kwik Kopy Alexandria for all your printing needs.

 Fab85  - Founder

24/10/2016Delightfully proffesional

We did have an issue with the size of text printed on our business cards, but not through the 
fault of Kwik Kopy.  They acted promptly to rectify the situation especially due to the urgency of 
the job and the limited time they had.  They worked extremely well under pressure and I would 
highly recommend them.

 SylvanaL  - Business Cards

1/10/2016Great Service
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I visited KK last month and received impeccable service, staff were helpful and friendly. My 
products were exactly what I asked for. I will definitely be using KK for all my printing needs.

 Xtina  - Retail Co Ordinator

22/09/2016
Helpful and Friendly staff and amazing prod-
ucts

the business cards and brochures that i needed were delivered quickly and better quality than i 
thought

 SimonT  - Director

22/09/2016Delivery Time & Quality

The service was on time and the product was as quoted. The people were pleasant to deal with

 Kwik Kopy Alexandria customer  - Assistant Manager

22/09/2016Excellent

Cathie is always really helpful and a pleasure to do business with

 Zofia  - Marketing Manager

29/08/2016Helpful

Garry and Elle from Kwik Kopy Alexandria were great to deal with! They were 
diligent, creative and understood our needs. They created our brand and 
amazing quality cards!

 IslerMihalatos  - Principal Solicitor

22/09/2016Great service and products!“ ”
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We have quite detailed jobs and are sent through with a short turn around time.  I feel confident 
when rushing the job over to them as they always manager to get it printed on time.  But what I 
value the most is that if I have missed something, they are very attentive and flag any potential 
errors with us before going to print.

 Cinz  - Production Manager

27/08/2016Fantastic service and very reliable!

We have been a client for three years and would never go anywhere else. The staff know us, 
understand our time restraints and have never let us down, we will continue to recommend 
for exceptional customer focus, deadline driven & friendly staff. Many thanks again teamCaryn 
BarlingSomething Beautiful Remains Funeral Services

 SBRFunerals  - Sole Trader

27/08/2016Exceptional Service

We are in a fast last minute business. Clients are demanding and lead times getting shorter and 
short. It’s then good to have a partner in Kwik Kopy to cater for our last minute needs.

 Chocogram  - Owner

18/08/2016Kwik is quick

Wasn’t sure of the spec I required but received sound advice

 Timj  - Principal

18/08/2016Great advice and quality deliverables

I recently emailed my skincare labels to Cathie for printing. She was very helpful and gave 
me a quote and a time to pick up. She was very informative and friendly towards me. highly 
recommended.

 SamuelGravan  - Director

24/07/2016Great service.. very helpful staff and efficient
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The staff at Alexandria are amazing! I have needed several print jobs quickly and they have met 
our deadline every time. They are so helpful and produce a quality product.

 Odaiko2016  - Company Manager

21/07/2016Exceptional Service and Quality Printing

My print job went missing but Kwik Kopy were quick to pick up the mistake and do all they could 
to ensure our needs were met. I am a very happy customer

 Kaila  - Marketing

21/07/2016
They will do all they can for satisfied custom-
ers

So glad to have found the Alexandria team and will keep using them for return business!

 McDC  - Marketing Officer

21/07/2016Great customer service!

I used the online Zenith log-in for the very first time and the process was easy to follow and 
made the order process run smoothly. Great first experience using Kwik Kopy.

 Jessica H  - Administrator

21/07/2016Excellent Online Order and Delivery

Whenever, I need Kwikkopy’s services, I find that they understand my business, they listen and 
produce exactly what I needed.

 Barney  - Managing Director

15/07/2016THEY LISTEN...
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Kwikkopy Alexandria produce excellent quality e-newsletters plus all of our stationery needs.They 
are innovative, creative and understand our business.

 Barney  - Managing Director

14/03/2016QUALITY INNOVATION

Garry and his team are always able to assist with our (often times) urgent orders.

 Ewan  - Marketing Manager

4/03/2016Reliable and efficient.

Very happy with the quality of the printing services and turn around time.

 Cinz  - Production Manager

15/02/2016Fantastic customer service

I order my usual by email, always get acknowledgement of order & the job 
always arrives quicker than expected, with quality second to none. 

 Kwik Kopy Alexandria customer  - Owner

15/02/2016Always prompt & great quality product

Great service and fast quotes. Thanks to the team for everything.

 Elle  - Marketing Manager

15/02/2016Great service

“ ”
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We have been using the services of Kwik Kopy Alexandria for a number of years, generally our 
lead times are short and the order crucial to delivering a beautiful funeral service. They have 
never let us down, occasionally staying back after hours to redo, and personally deliver. The end 
result always exceeds our expectations, high quality printing and exceptional customer service.

 SBRFunerals  - Proprietor

15/02/2016Exceptional Service



Contact us today to find out how 
we can help you.

www.alexandria.kwikkopy.com.au


